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This free ebook about fairy tail, vol 07 (fairy tail #7) by hiro mashima guild war fairy
tail’s rival guild, phantom lord, has taken the competition to dangerous levels by
smashing the fairy tail building and nearly killing three wizards. what is fairy tail
response? a full-frontal assault on phantom lord! but this clash is all part of the phantom
lord evil plot to capture a coveted prize. includes special extras after the story!
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PHILIPPA FISHER AND THE STONE FAIRY'S PROMISE (PHILIPPA
FISHER #3)
in the third novel about philippa and daisy, philippa's fairy godsister, a fairy and a
human change places while time stops altogether! can the best friends prove their
loyalty to each other?

Readable/Downloadable

THE FAIRY'S RETURN AND OTHER PRINCESS TALES (THE
PRINCESS TALES #1-6)
ever since newbery honor author gail carson levine introduced the magical village
of snettering-on-snoakes in the faraway kingdom of biddle, young readers have
been laughing their way through her hilarious retellings of famous and not-sofamous fairy tales. now, for the first time, the six beloved princess tales are
together in one magnificent volume: the high jinks begin in ever since newbery
honor author gail carson levine introduced the magical village of snettering-onsnoakes in the faraway kingdom of biddle, young readers have been laughing their
way through her hilarious retellings of famous and not-so-famous fairy tales. now,
for the first time, the six beloved princess tales are together in one magnificent
volume: the high jinks begin in the fairy's mistake, which pokes fun at a
Readable/Downloadable
meddlesome fairy whose plans for good go terribly awry. in the princess test, the
author spoofs the notion that a pea can prove a person's pedigree. princess sonora
and the long sleep features a genius of a princess, a hundred years of snooze, two
princes, and a flock of balding sheep! cinderella is a boy in cinderellis and the
glass hill, and the glass slipper is a glass hill. in for biddle's sake, parsley tries to
forget her beloved prince and get used to life as a biddlebum toad. the road to
happily-ever-after isn't easy when a baker's son and a princess fall in love in the
fairy's return. elements of the classics are woven into these not-so-typical
retellings of "toads and diamonds," "the princess and the pea," "sleeping beauty,"
"the princess on the glass hill," "puddocky," and "the golden goose." the fresh and
funny twists on favorite fairy tales will win the hearts and capture the
imaginations of young readers everywhere. ...more

FAIRY'S GOT TALENT (EVER AFTER HIGH: A SCHOOL STORY #4)
a new series for middle grade readers.

Readable/Downloadable

THE LEGEND OF DUST BUNNIES, A FAIRY'S TALE
this is not a typical fairy tale, and artie is not a typical fairy. artie is a misfit. his fellow
dust fairies have a knack for dirtying people's houses. they fire soot from their slingshots
and enter crumb-spitting contests. while we sleep, they spread dust everywhere. artie
doesn't make messes. he has a unique habit of collecting things. the other dust fairies
don't appr this is not a typical fairy tale, and artie is not a typical fairy. artie is a misfit.
his fellow dust fairies have a knack for dirtying people's houses. they fire soot from their
slingshots and enter crumb-spitting contests. while we sleep, they spread dust
Readable/Downloadable
everywhere. artie doesn't make messes. he has a unique habit of collecting things. the
other dust fairies don't appreciate artie's collection of tidbits, so he spends his nights
alone. one cold night, artie's loneliness leads to inspiration, and he creates something
legendary. his story will have families looking at dust bunnies in a new light and may
actually give kids an excuse not to clean their rooms. artie's story helps kids realize that
we all have unique gifts and not everyone fits in with the crowd. (children's picture
book, ages 3-9) ...more
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CONFESSIONS OF A FAIRY'S DAUGHTER: GROWING UP WITH A
GAY DAD
a moving memoir about growing up with a gay father in the 1980s, and a tribute to
the power of truth, humour, acceptance and familial love. alison wearing led a
largely carefree childhood until she learned, at the age of 12, that her family was a
little more complex than she had realized. sure her father had always been unusual
compared to the other dads in the neighbourhoo a moving memoir about growing
up with a gay father in the 1980s, and a tribute to the power of truth, humour,
acceptance and familial love. alison wearing led a largely carefree childhood
until she learned, at the age of 12, that her family was a little more complex than
she had realized. sure her father had always been unusual compared to the other
dads in the neighbourhood: he loved to bake croissants, wear silk pyjamas around
the house, and skip down the street singing songs from gilbert and sullivan
operettas. but when he came out of the closet in the 1970s, when homosexuality
was still a cardinal taboo, it was a shock to everyone in the quiet community of
peterborough, ontario—especially to his wife and three children. alison’s father
was a professor of political science and amateur choral conductor, her mother was
an accomplished pianist and marathon runner, and together they had fed the
family a steady diet of arts, adventures, mishaps, normal frustrations and
Readable/Downloadable
inexhaustible laughter. yet despite these agreeable circumstances, joe’s internal
life was haunted by conflicting desires. as he began to explore and understand the
truth about himself, he became determined to find a way to live both as a gay man
and also a devoted father, something almost unheard of at the time. through
extraordinary excerpts from his own letters and journals from the years of his
coming out, we read of joe’s private struggle to make sense and beauty of his life,
to take inspiration from an evolving society and become part of the vanguard of
the gay revolution in canada. confessions of a fairy’s daughter is also the story of
“coming out” as the daughter of a gay father. already wrestling with an
adolescent’s search for identity when her father came out of the closet, alison
promptly “went in,” concealing his sexual orientation from her friends and
spinning extravagant stories about all of the “great straight things” they did
together. over time, alison came to see that life with her father was surprisingly
interesting and entertaining, even oddly inspiring, and in fact, there was nothing to
hide. balancing intimacy, history and downright hilarity, confessions of a fairy’s
daughter is a captivating tale of family life: deliciously imperfect, riotously
challenging, and full of life’s great lessons in love. alison brings her story to life
with a skillfully light touch in this warm, heartfelt and revelatory memoir. ...more

THE FAIRY'S MISTAKE (THE PRINCESS TALES #1)
gail carson levine charmed the world with ella enchanted, her spirited retelling of
the cinderella story. now this award-winning author turns her attention to two
more classic fairy tales, and deftly turns them upside down and inside out with her
trademark wit and hilarity.in the fairy's mistake, two very different sisters have
two very different encounters with the fairy gail carson levine charmed the world
with ella enchanted, her spirited retelling of the cinderella story. now this awardwinning author turns her attention to two more classic fairy tales, and deftly turns
them upside down and inside out with her trademark wit and hilarity.in the fairy's
mistake, two very different sisters have two very different encounters with the
fairy ethelinda. rosella is kind and helpful. her reward: jewels and gems tumble
out of her mouth whenever she speaks. myrtle is rude and spiteful. her
Readable/Downloadable
punishment: bugs and vipers slither out of her mouth. the fairy ethelinda feels
she's meted out justice just right--until she discovers rosella has been locked up by
a greedy prince and myrtle is having the time of her life! in the princess test, king
humphrey has decided it's time for his son, prince nicholas, to marry. but he must
make sure the bride is a real princess. so he devises a series of princess tests,
designed to weed out the phonies and the fakes. meanwhile, nicholas has fallen in
love with lorelei, a mere blacksmith's daughter. she's no princess, but he wants to
marry her all the same--but how will she ever pass the terrible tests? in these first
two delightfully entertaining, laugh-out-loud princess tales, gail levine gently
spoofs the notion that fairies are always right and that tests can ever prove a
person's worth, but holds fast to the notion that true love will always win in the
end. ...more
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THE FAIRY'S RETURN (THE PRINCESS TALES #6)
in this witty spoof on the classic favorite the golden goose, the fairy's return marks
the long-awaited return of ethelinda, the fairy who wrought havoc in the fairy's
Readable/Downloadable
mistake. but can an out-of-practice fairy play cupid with the help of a golden
goose? illustrations.

FANTASY ADVENTURE BOOKS FOR TEENS - CAPTAIN XIANA:
ACTION, FANTASY, ADVENTURE, MAGIC, EPIC, MAGICIAN,
READING, SHORT READS, FAIRY TALES, BEDTIME, STORIES,
FOLKLORE (THE LEGEND OF HERO BOOK 7)
read now !!! do you like a fantasy short reads ? fantasy adventure series ? epic
high fantasy ? game ? adventure ? hero ? you will love this book too. you will see
fantasy adventure quest in this series. the legend of hero received inspiration from
warcraft books, dota, dota 2 and world of warcraft. if you've ever read world of
warcraft kindle books, you will enjoy to read now !!! do you like a fantasy short
reads ? fantasy adventure series ? epic high fantasy ? game ? adventure ? hero ?
Readable/Downloadable
you will love this book too. you will see fantasy adventure quest in this series. the
legend of hero received inspiration from warcraft books, dota, dota 2 and world of
warcraft. if you've ever read world of warcraft kindle books, you will enjoy to
read this book too. this book is a type of an heroic fantasy books, epic fantasy
series boxed set or epic fantasy book bundles. hope that this book can be a book in
fiction best sellers list new york times or fiction books best sellers for teens. some
chapter of this series is a fantasy adventure quest romance. so this story one of
teen fantasy adventure series. i would like to take you with me on my journey.
come and read, and set your imagination free !!! read now !!! ...more

FANTASY ADVENTURE BOOKS FOR TEENS - FROZEN WIZARD:
ACTION, FANTASY, ADVENTURE, MAGIC, EPIC, MAGICIAN,
READING, SHORT READS, FAIRY TALES, BEDTIME, STORIES,
FOLKLORE (THE LEGEND OF HERO BOOK 3)
read now !!! do you like a fantasy short reads ? fantasy adventure series ? epic
high fantasy ? game ? adventure ? hero ? you will love this book too. you will see
fantasy adventure quest in this series. the legend of hero received inspiration from
warcraft books, dota, dota 2 and world of warcraft. if you've ever read world of
warcraft kindle books, you will enjoy to read now !!! do you like a fantasy short
reads ? fantasy adventure series ? epic high fantasy ? game ? adventure ? hero ?
Readable/Downloadable
you will love this book too. you will see fantasy adventure quest in this series. the
legend of hero received inspiration from warcraft books, dota, dota 2 and world of
warcraft. if you've ever read world of warcraft kindle books, you will enjoy to
read this book too. this book is a type of an heroic fantasy books, epic fantasy
series boxed set or epic fantasy book bundles. hope that this book can be a book in
fiction best sellers list new york times or fiction books best sellers for teens. some
chapter of this series is a fantasy adventure quest romance. so this story one of
teen fantasy adventure series. i would like to take you with me on my journey.
come and read, and set your imagination free !!! read now !!! ...more

WITCHY TALES: A WICKED WITCHES OF THE MIDWEST FAIRY TALE (WICKED WITCHES OF
THE MIDWEST)
look out hemlock cove, aunt tillie is on a rampage. what else is new, right? she's determined to move her wine business
to the next level, and she needs twenty-four hours of peace and quiet to do it. there's only one thing standing in her way.
well, make that a whole family of obstacles ... and one ticked-off fbi agent. when cousins bay, clove and thistle vow to
stop their look out hemlock cove, aunt tillie is on a rampage. what else is new, right? she's determined to move her wine
business to the next level, and she needs twenty-four hours of peace and quiet to do it. there's only one thing standing in
her way. well, make that a whole family of obstacles . and one ticked-off fbi agent. when cousins bay, clove and thistle
Readable/Downloadable
vow to stop their great-aunt's wine endeavor in its tracks, aunt tillie is forced to come up with a unique solution. in
order to keep her great-nieces out of her hair, she curses them into a book of fairy tales. of course, because it's aunt
tillie, these aren't normal fairy tales. they're the fairy tales she created - with a little inspiration from the classics. now
bay, clove and thistle have to work their way through a labyrinth of stories they haven't heard since they were kids - and
they have to take landon, marcus and sam along for the ride. will bay get eaten by bears? will thistle kiss a frog? will
sam climb clove's hair to rescue her from a tower? and, better yet, will landon turn himself into a prince and slip a glass
slipper on bay's foot? each task becomes harder as the story progresses, and as the tales darken, things start to become
dangerous. can the winchester witches survive aunt tillie's twisted mind? or will they be lost in a book forever? .more
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SISTERS GRIMM SERIES 1-9 HARDCOVER COLLECTION (THE
FAIRY-TALE DETECTIVES, THE UNUSUAL SUSPECTS, THE
PROBLEM CHILD, ONCE UPON A CRIME, MAGIC AND OTHER
MISDEMEANORS, TALES FROM THE HOOD, THE EVERAFTER
WAR, THE INSIDE STORY, THE COUNCIL OF MIRRORS, 1-9)
with the winning combination of "nancy drew" meets "shrek," the "sisters grimm"
series will entertain with a hilarious mix of mysteries and fairy tale twists. in the
tradition of "lemony snicket's series of unfortunate events" and "the spiderwick
chronicles" comes a new humorous mystery of fantastic circumstances. "the
sisters grimm book one introduces us to two orphaned si with the winning
combination of "nancy drew" meets "shrek," the "sisters grimm" series will
entertain with a hilarious mix of mysteries and fairy tale twists. in the tradition of
"lemony snicket's series of unfortunate events" and "the spiderwick chronicles"
comes a new humorous mystery of fantastic circumstances. "the sisters grimm
book one introduces us to two orphaned sisters, sabrina and daphne, who are sent Readable/Downloadable
to live with their mysterious grandmother, relda grimm. grandmother grimm lives
in a strange town in new york state, known for it's extraordinary number of
unexplained and unusual crimes. as soon as the sisters arrive, they begin to
unravel a mystery that leads to their ancestors' magical beginnings. sabrina and
daphne learn they are descendants of the brothers grimm, who were actually
detectives of the magical phenomenon perpetrated by the everafters, a parallel
race of magical beings. they soon discover it is the grimm family's legacy to keep
the everafters in line and the two sisters are the sole heirs to this challenge! in this
first book in the series, the girls are pitted against giants, who have been
rampaging through town in their search for an englishman named jack, currently
working at the big & tall store. in a new breed of mystery that intermingles humor,
excitement, adventure and imagination, the sisters grimm series will inject the
legends of fairytale with modern day sensibilities and suspense, creating an
irresistible combination young readers will love! ...more

POSLEDNIJ PAMYATNIK [LATEST STATUE] (RUSSIAN EDITION):
SBORNIK SKAZOK DLYA VZROSLYKH SERIYA RAZMYSHLENIYA
VOLSHEBNIKA [COLLECTION OF FAIRY TALES FOR RIPE
AUDIENCE SERIES THINKING MAGICIAN]
- navernoye, - skazal ekskursovod, - mnogiye iz vas zadalis voprosom, pochemu
na samoy razvitoy planete vselennoy do sikh por stoit pamyatnik cheloveku?
srazu skazhu, chto eto yedinstvennyy pamyatnik voobshche, a ne tolko cheloveku,
na nashey planete. i krome etogo pamyatnika net boleye ni odnogo pamyatnika i
ni odna ulitsa na nashey planete, krome toy, chto vedot k tsentr - navernoye, skazal ekskursovod, - mnogiye iz vas zadalis voprosom, pochemu na samoy
razvitoy planete vselennoy do sikh por stoit pamyatnik cheloveku? srazu skazhu,
chto eto yedinstvennyy pamyatnik voobshche, a ne tolko cheloveku, na nashey
planete. i krome etogo pamyatnika net boleye ni odnogo pamyatnika i ni odna
ulitsa na nashey planete, krome toy, chto vedot k tsentralnoy ploshchadi, ne
nazvana v chest cheloveka... - pochemu pamyatnik imenno etomu cheloveku vy
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ne storli s litsa svoyey planety? - sprosila khudozhnitsa s planety, nosyashchey
nazvaniye dobraya. - eto, navernoye, ochen khoroshiy chelovek? navernoye, eto
luchshiy chelovek iz vsekh, kotoryye zhili na vashey planete? da? - khoroshiy? ispuganno peresprosil ekskursovod. - nu chto vy. kto zhe stavit pamyatnik
khoroshemu cheloveku? khoroshiye lyudi v pamyatnikakh ne nuzhdayutsya. probably, - said the guide - many of you have wondered why on the most
advanced planet of the universe still is a monument to the man? i must say that
this is the only a statue in general, not just the man on the planet. is not a single
monument and is not a single street on the planet except the one that leads to the
central square, is not named after a man . - why is a statue to this person you have
not erased from the face of the planet? - asked the artist from the planet, carrying
the name of good. - it's probably a very nice person? this is probably the best
person of all who have lived on your planet? yes? - nice person? - fearfully asked
the tour guide. - it's nothing. who puts a a statue to a good man? good people do
not need in the a statues . .more
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VOLSHEBNYI POEZD [MAGIC TRAIN] (RUSSIAN EDITION):
SBORNIK SKAZOK DLYA VZROSLYKH SERIYA RAZMYSHLENIYA
VOLSHEBNIKA [COLLECTION OF FAIRY TALES FOR RIPE
AUDIENCE SERIES THINKING MAGICIAN]
v odin gorod prikhodit volshebnik i zacharovyvaet etot gorod, smeshivaet yav i
son. i zhiteli etogo goroda perestayut ponimat, spyat oni ili bodrstvuyut. kakaya-to
chast naseleniya goroda vedet sebya tak, kak budto ona spit, a drugaya
vosprinimaet vse proiskhodyashchee kak ryealnost... ustraivaites poudobnee, nash
volshebnyi poezd otpravlyaetsya. priyatnogo vam puteshestvi v odin gorod
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prikhodit volshebnik i zacharovyvaet etot gorod, smeshivaet yav i son. i zhiteli
etogo goroda perestayut ponimat, spyat oni ili bodrstvuyut. kakaya-to chast
naseleniya goroda vedet sebya tak, kak budto ona spit, a drugaya vosprinimaet vse
proiskhodyashchee kak ryealnost. ustraivaites poudobnee, nash volshebnyi poezd
otpravlyaetsya. priyatnogo vam puteshestviya! [magian comes in city and
fascinate it, mixes reality and dream. and the inhabitants of that city cease to
understand, they are asleep or awake. some part of the city's population behaves as
if she was sleeping and the other sees everything that happens as a reality . make
yourself comfortable, our magical train go off. enjoy your trip!] .more

GRIMM FAIRY TALES: RETURN TO WONDERLAND (RETURN TO
WONDERLAND #1-6)
alice is no longer the little girl you once knew. years have passed since she took
the trip down the rabbit hole into wonderland. a grown woman now with a
husband and kids of her own, alice has everything a person could want. but all is
not right with alice. not right at all. now alice's daughter, carroll, will be forced to
take a journey not for the faint of heart. a jour alice is no longer the little girl you
once knew. years have passed since she took the trip down the rabbit hole into
wonderland. a grown woman now with a husband and kids of her own, alice has
everything a person could want. but all is not right with alice. not right at all. now
alice's daughter, carroll, will be forced to take a journey not for the faint of heart.
a journey into a realm of malice and madness a place where the story of alice was
only the beginning. you've never seen wonderland quite like this this hardcover
collects the entire return to wonderland series. read return to wonderland #0 (of 6)
read return to wonderland #1 (of 6) read return to wonderland #2 (of 6) read
return to wonderland #3 (of 6) read return to wonderland #4 (of 6) read return to
wonderland #5 (of 6) read return to wonderland #6 (of 6) ...more
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RED RIDING HOOD: A COLLECTION OF LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD
FAIRY TALES
in 2011, twilight director, catherine hardwicke, will bring one of the most well
known fairytales to the big screen in "red riding hood." collected here is an a short
anthology of five different version of the riding hood stories, so you can relive the
classic before seeing the new version. included stories: little red riding-hood by
charles perrault little red cap by the bro in 2011, twilight director, catherine
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hardwicke, will bring one of the most well known fairytales to the big screen in
"red riding hood." collected here is an a short anthology of five different version
of the riding hood stories, so you can relive the classic before seeing the new
version. included stories: little red riding-hood by charles perrault little red cap by
the brother’s grimm little red riding hood by andrew lang the story of little red
riding hood edited by madame de chatelain little red riding-hood (a play) by
florence holbrook ...more
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MY OWN FAIRY BOOK: NAMELY CERTAIN CHRONICLES OF
PANTOUFLIA, AS NOTABLY THE ADVENTURES OF PRIGIO, PRINCE
OF THAT COUNTRY, AND OF HIS SON RICARDO, WITH AN
EXCERPT FROM THE ANNALS OF SCOTLAND, AS TOUCHING KER
OF FAIRNILEE, HIS SOJOURN WITH THE QUEEN OF FAER
to children: the author of this book is also the editor of the blue, red, green, and
yellow fairy books. he has always felt rather an impostor, because so many
children seem to think that he made up these books out of his own head. now he
only picked up a great many old fairy tales, told in french, german, greek, chinese,
red indian, russian, and other languages, and had t to children: the author of this
book is also the editor of the blue, red, green, and yellow fairy books. he has
always felt rather an impostor, because so many children seem to think that he
made up these books out of his own head. now he only picked up a great many old
fairy tales, told in french, german, greek, chinese, red indian, russian, and other
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languages, and had them translated and printed, with pictures. he is glad that
children like them, but he must confess that they should be grateful to old
forgotten people, long ago, who first invented these tales, and who knew more
about fairies than we can hope to do. my own fairy book, which you now have in
your hands, was made up altogether out of his own head by the author, of course
with the help of the historical papers in the kingdom of pantouflia. about that
ancient kingdom very little is known. the natives speak german; but the royal
family, as usual, was of foreign origin. just as england has had norman, scottish,
and, at present, a line of german monarchs, so the kings of pantouflia are
descended from an old greek family, the hypnotidae, who came to pantouflia
during the crusades. they wanted, they explained, not to be troubled with the
crusades, which they thought very injudicious and tiresome. the crest of the regal
house is a dormouse, dormant, proper, on a field vert, and the motto, when
translated out of the original greek, means, anything for a quiet life. ...more

BOXSET: CONFESSIONS OF A SUMMONER (BOOKS 1-3): SEIZE THE
SOUL; ELEMENTAL DAMAGE; THE FAIRY GODFATHER
(CONFESSIONS OF A SUMMONER #1-3)
boxset - three books in 1! book 1 - seize the soul a soul is a terrible thing to waste.
soul summoner rebekah scarlet is gunned down outside of a midnight pub in
raleigh. awakening in a hospital, things quickly fall from bad to worse when she
realizes that she's been cuffed to the bed. with the help of her shapeshifter best
friend lyle finnegan, rebekah must find a way to boxset - three books in 1! book 1
- seize the soul a soul is a terrible thing to waste. soul summoner rebekah scarlet is
gunned down outside of a midnight pub in raleigh. awakening in a hospital, things
quickly fall from bad to worse when she realizes that she's been cuffed to the bed.
with the help of her shapeshifter best friend lyle finnegan, rebekah must find a
way to escape if she wants to uncover why she – the victim of a crime – has now
become the suspect. book 2 - elemental damage with the master summoner out of
the way, shapeshifter lyle finnegan and his best friend, rebekah scarlet, have to
Readable/Downloadable
pick up the pieces if they want their lives to fall back to normal. however, an
unexpected phone call changes all that when healing druid stephanie mcpherson
asks for a favor. after a brief cup of coffee, lyle learns that a powerful shaman has
made his way to raleigh with one thing in mind. find the druid and take her down.
not wanting to get mixed up with stephanie and whatever she’s gotten herself into,
lyle refuses to help her until a mysterious knock on his door becomes the most
shocking experience of his life. book 3 - the fairy godfather shapeshifter lyle
finnegan faces an impossible situation when anton lacastro, the fairy godfather,
offers him two options. either his parents will be murdered, or his love interest
stephanie mcpherson. the choice is entirely up to him. refusing to let either of
them be killed, lyle must use all his cunning to outwit and outmaneuver anton in
hopes that he can rescue stephanie and his parents. however, the fairy godfather is
a man of his word and will stop at nothing to see his promises to the end. in a
mind-blowing twist of fate, lyle unearths what lies deep within his soul, and what
he finds is a darkness that will change his world forever. ...more
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GREEN WITCHCRAFT: FOLK MAGIC, FAIRY LORE &AMP; HERB
CRAFT (GREEN WITCHCRAFT #1)
learn the basics of witchcraft from a third-generation witch raised in a family
tradition. positive, practical, and easy to use, "green witchcraft" brings together
the best of both modern wicca and the author's family heritage of herb craft and
folk magic.
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TWISTED (TWISTED FAIRY TALES #1)
gianna can’t wait to leave fort miami. she’s endured the stares and whispers by
shutting everyone out. no one really knows what happened that terrible day eight
years ago, gianna barely believes it herself. however, when her childhood friend,
hunter, returns he starts dredging up old memories…and emotions. not everyone
is happy the two friends have found each other and memo gianna can’t wait to
leave fort miami. she’s endured the stares and whispers by shutting everyone out.
no one really knows what happened that terrible day eight years ago, gianna
barely believes it herself. however, when her childhood friend, hunter, returns he
starts dredging up old memories…and emotions. not everyone is happy the two
friends have found each other and memories of their tragic past only threaten to
drive the two further apart. can gianna trust someone who so easily forgot about
her once before? but as hunter’s memories begin to resurface they realize things
may have been better where they were…in the past. could the childhood fairy
tales be real? twisted is the first installment in a twisted fairy tale novella series.
...more
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OLIVIA AND THE FAIRY PRINCESSES (OLIVIA)
in this picture book starring the world’s most imaginative pig, olivia embarks
upon a quest for identity with very lofty goals—and being a princess is not one of
them!olivia is having an identity crisis! there are too many ruffly, sparkly
princesses around these days, and olivia has had quite enough. she needs to stand
out! she has to be special! she wants to do more than in this picture book starring
the world’s most imaginative pig, olivia embarks upon a quest for identity with
very lofty goals—and being a princess is not one of them!olivia is having an
identity crisis! there are too many ruffly, sparkly princesses around these days,
and olivia has had quite enough. she needs to stand out! she has to be special! she
wants to do more than just fit in! so what will she be?
join olivia on a hilarious
quest for individuality, and rest assured, you won’t find this pig pleased to be in
pink! ...more
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